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Fund Drive dollarsstretched Distribution policy doesn't hurt colleges
Tuesday, Jan. 27, 1998

by MEGAN JONES
reporter

Sixty percent of funds
donated to a specific college
through the Marshall
Foundation Annual Fund
Drive actually reach the college, while the other 40 percent is spent on administrative costs and scholarships.
The policy makes a more
efficient way for paying fundraising staff and covering
overhead, Frank P. Justice,
vice-president for development, said.
It also provides money for a

Remodeling
in COE nixes
dot system
by MATT ISNER
reporter

The red and blue chips are
gone in the College of
Education and Human
Services offices in Jenkins
Hall.
The red and blue bingo
chips Associate Dean Donna
Lawson bought at a yard
sale, were put on magnetic
strips in doorways to let
instructors know they had
students waiting to see them.
So many students were
waiting to be helped with
questions that administrators used the chips to know it
was time to serve another
student.
Lawson said students will
be glad to know that the
offices are no longer using
the red and blue dot system.
"The chips are gone
because some offices on the
second floor of Jenkins Hall
have been rearranged to help
serve the College of
Education and Human
Service's students more efficiently," she said.
"Administrators and office
workers now can see students coming in so the dots
areForno long-er
more needed."
than 20 years
students needmg information on many issues entered
the same place, JH 225, causing congestion, Lawson said.
Information they sought
included student teaching
certification, personal unofficial records, graduation
requirements, academic probation and adding or dropping classes .
"Many times the office was
crowded and students did not
know where to go for help,"
Lawson said.
She suggested to the dean
that offices should be
rearranged to help control
student traffic.
For that reason a new
office entrance, JH 232, has
been opened and offices have
been moved.
Located in that office now
are Tammy Aliff, education
credentials specialist; Connie
Chapman, program assistant, Dr. Maudie Karickhoff,
director of clinical experiences, and Pamela Scaggs,
coordinator of student clinical experiences.
Anystudent with questions
about student teaching,clinicals, cer 1'icr hone; and grad-

see DOTS, page 5

' West Virginians First!" scholarship, a$1 million-plus fund
designed to provide the state's
brightest high school seniors
finan•cial aid.
The Marshall Foundation
solicits donations from alumni
through the mail, phone-athons and personal solicitations every year for the
Annual Fund. Alumni are
asked to' contribute to aspecific college, said Sue W. Welty,
assistant vice president for
marketing.
Before the policy was instituted, money to cover the
costs of some staff salaries,

phone charges, and temporary
help needed for projects such
as the phone-a-thon was
taken from an Academic
Affairs account comprised of
Annual Fund money not designated to aschool.
However, a two-year study
revealed that a20 percent cut
from individual donations
would cover the development
office's fund-raising costs and
would also provide a cap for
the amount of money taken
from the colleges, Justice said.
"State funds have never

see FUND, page 5

by MEGAN JONES
reporter

Deans said the Marshall
Foundation Fund Drive distribution policy has not negatively affected their college
budgets. In fact, many said
their programs stand to gain
from the new method of disbursement.
The Graduate School did
not receive money from the
Annual Fund until the new
policy was instituted, Dean
Leonard Deutsch said.
"We've felt a budget

increase," he said. "It's
allowed us to give out
awards, to designate travel
money for students and to
give money to faculty for
publication. We're thrilled to
have the additional
resources."
College of Liberal Arts
Dean Joan Tyler Mead said
she has not felt that college
has suffered losses through
the policy, although it does
not have ahistory of depending on large foundation
accounts.
"We're beginning to estab-

Students
can
wilorn papers
dollars

•Difficult
Choices

by CHRISTA M.STEWART

Several people participated in acandlelight vigil
remembering aborted babies Jan. 23, on the
Cabell County Courthouse lawn. Parthenon
reporter Tonia Holbrook was in Washington,
D.C., Thursday and Friday for activities commemorating the 25th Anniversary of the Roe vs.
Wade Supreme Court decision to allow abortion. Story and photos on Page 6.
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departments
Credit card will reduce paperwork, save trees
by Amy Shultz
reporter

Action taken to reduce
paperwork required among
state agencies may not save a
forest, but afew trees may be
breathing alittle easier as the
result of anew purchase card.
The paperwork for many
small dollar items purchased
for the university is being alleviated because of the use of a
purchasing card issued by
VISA.
The VISA card is part of a
program started by the state
granting all state agencies
participation.
The advantage to this program is the purchase of small
dollar items through the VISA
card instead of using a purchase order or invoice.
"The Legislature and State
Auditor's Office has taken a
real lead on this process," said
Larry E. Bi.irnhill, director of
accounting. "They passed legislation two years ago that

''T

he goal for the end of 1998 is to
have all areas of the University using the
card. The card can be used to charge
select items under $500."
.,,'
- Larry E. Barnhill,
director of accounting
allowed for use of the VISA to
pay for small dollar commodities."
Barnhill is heading the project which is scheduled to be
implemented within the
month.
Larger areas like the university libraries and plant
operations areas will also be
able to use the Visa card.
The goal for the end of 1998
is to have all areas of the university using the card, he said.

lish more foundation funding," she said. "We know that
additional money through
the alumni
is there,to and
now
we're base
beginning
tap
into it. I don't believe this
policy will adversely affect
us."
Because of College of Fine
Arts small alumni base,
monei, it receives from the
Annual Fund has never constituted alarge percentage of
its budget, Dean Donald Van
Horn said. Still, he said the
20 percent distribution is
appropriately used.

The amount of money
charged to the Visa will be
determined departmentally.
The card can be used to charge
select items under $500.
These small-dollar purchases take less than five percent
of the university's total expenditures, but account for over
80 percent of the university's
transactions, Barnhill said.
"Each department has aset
dollar amount per month
geared toward their needs,"

Barnhill said.
While each department will
eventually benefit, not every
office will receive aVISA card,
according to the office of the
vice president of finance.
Some parts of the university
will have access to the card
through the dean or the vice
president's office.
Besides the paperwork elimination, other advantages
emerge using the VISA card,
administrators said.
University cardholders will
have the opportunity to take
advantage of sales and negotiate prices because the merchants will receive payments
much quicker. This quick payment comes because invoicing
the state and waiting for a
check -is eliminated with the
program.
' We are very excited about
this program. It is still fairly
new to the university, but I
hope it will grow as we use it
more," Barnhill said.

reporter
What if professors offered
their students $1,000 in
prize money for the best
papers they turned in?
The students would probably think twice before waiting until the night before to
do their research.
The bad news is that professors usually don't promise
money as an incentive for
students to write good
papers. The good news is
that there really is $1,000 in
prize money available
through the Maier Writing
Awards, and the money is
for papers that have already
been written, so students
don't have to pull another
all-nighter.
Ed Maier is the founder of
the Maier Foundation, a
charitable organization
based in Charleston. Dr.
Michele E. Schiavone, associate professor of English,
said the Maier Foundation
gives money for many causes, including education.
Marshall has sponsored
the Maier Awards through
the Department of English
since 1973.
Schiavone said, "Good
writing is important and
there is a place here to
reward students for writing
well."
The $1,000 in prize money
is for papers that were written the previous calendar
year. Monetary awards
range from ahigh of $500 to
$100. Schiavone said that
the $500 prize is awarded to
freshmen.
"The highest prize goes to
freshmen because we feel
freshmen writers deserve
the most encouragement
and reward," she said.
The awards are open to all
undergraduates at Marshall
and graduates in the
English department.
Schia-vone said, "It's only
been recently that we've
been able to expand them
into other colleges and
departments."
The deadline for entries is
Friday, January 30.
Students can submit papers
written in any class in 1997
to the department of
English.
Professors must sign the
cover sheets for admission to
confirm that the papers
were written in their classes. Winners will be
announced in the spring.

2First applicants for financial aidPrtlleiDI
may receive
Tuesday, Jan. 27, 1998

more money, according to MU newsletter
by AMY SHULTZ
Reporter

Financial aid deadlines are
approaching quickly, and students must meet the dates to
receive their scholarships,
grants and loans.
Students who have gotten
financial aid before should
have received a renewal
application in the mail in
December. These applications
contain information from the
students() previous financial
aid, and the students are
responsible for completing
and updating them, said Jack
Toney, director of student
financial aid.
If the Renewal Application
was not received, students
need to submit a Free
Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) form.
West Virginia students must
turn in their applications as
soon as possible to assure
their consideration for aWest
Virginia Higher Education
Grant Award, Toney said.
"The date for receiving
applications is afirm March 1,
1998 to be processed," he said.

briefly

"West Virginia
meets critestudents realr i a
ly need to get
Presidential
their applicascholarships
tions in,"
will
be
Toney said.
renewed with
Early appli- Virginia students aminimum of
cants have a
a3.5 cumulareal advantage really need to get tive GPA and
on campus their applications tuition
based aid prowaivers will
grams, accord- in."
be renewed at
ing to a
3.65 cumulanewsletter
tive GPA.
published by
- Jack Toney, Students who
Student
Financial Aid Director of student did not meet
at Marshall
criteria
financial aid the
University.
after fall
Programs such
1997
but
as the Perkins
raise their
Loan, College Work-Study cumulative GPA after spring
Program and Supplemental 1998 should contact the
Grant Program have limited Financial Aid office, according
funds. These funds are award- the newsletter.
ed to the first applicants who The newsletter also reminds
~eet the eligibility criteria. all Marshall students who do
The newsletter also not currently receive academic
informed students about scholarships that they may
Marshall University scholar- apply for competitive scholarships. The fall 1997 scholar- ships. Applications are in the
ships will be renewed for Financial Aid Office. The
spring 1998 providing that the deadline for those applications
student's grade-point average is March 15, 1998.

at the pump as crude oil
prices continued a
' months-long decline.
The average price of
gasoline nationwide,
including
grades and
LOS ANGELES (AP) - taxes, was all
about $1.16 per
Gasoline prices took gallon
on
Friday,
down 2.7
another fall, dropping
in two weeks,
nearly 3cents per gallon cents
according to the
~

Lundberg Survey of
10,000 stations.
"Tumbling seems to describe it for me," analyst
Trilby Lundberg said.
Dipping crude oil prices
are a main reason that
gasoline retail prices have
fallen continuously since
Sept. 5 and are now 17

Page edited by Rebeccah Cantley

AT&T to cut jobs, freeze salaries
NEW YORK (AP) - Stung by adrop in billion in the same period a year ago.
profits, AT&T Corp. said Monday it will cut Revenue
slipped from $12.87 billion to
at least 15,000 jobs, freeze executive salaries $12.83 billion.
and shake up management to reduce costs. AT&T said fourth-quarter results were
The job cuts include a 25 percent reduc- hurt by lower-priced calling plans, apromotion in the company's 450 top officers over tion that gives away free phone calls to lure
three years as AT&T attempts to reduce new customers, and mandatory price reducwhat many analysts consider abloated man- tions.
Despite the lower profits, the results beat
agement structure.
The company's new chairman, C. Michael Wall Street forecasts and several analysts
praised the new
Armstrong, said the
chairman's
elimination of 15,000
shakeup as
to 18,000 jobs - up to
tough but need14 percent of AT&T's
ed medicine.
work force of 128,000
"Overall, the
- will come mostly
through attrition and
company has
voluntary retirement.
delivered and
The reductions,
in fact beaten
which will include expectations•••"
most analysts'
hiring fewer outside
expectations
consultants and closboth on the
-RaghuRam,
ing offices, are expectfront
Financial analyst earnings
ed to save $1.6 billion
and in expectathis year alone.
tions of where
.
the restructurThe shakeup was
detailed after the company announced an 18 ing is going," paid financial analyst Raghu
percent drop in profits in the fourth quarter Ram of Wheat First Butcher Singer in New
of last year. AT&T was hurt by adecline in York. "It gives more confidence in the comas it goes forward." R
revenue from its core long-distance phone pany
After announcing the shakeup, AT&T
business.
fell about 6percent, to close at $61.68
In the three months that ended Dec. 31, stock
AT&T earned $1.33 billion, down from $1.62 3/4 on the New York Stock Exchange.

cents per gallon lower, Ms.
Lundberg said.
BOSTON (AP) Compaq Computer Corp.
agreed Monday to buy
industry pioneer Digital
Equipment Corp. in a$9.6
billion deal •
By selling afull range of

business computers, Compaq will be able to
strengthen its presence in
the lucrative
market
helping
businesses
set up,of
run and service their vast
computer networks.
Digital is amaker of ~he
computers that run networks of smaller ma-

New Classes·&New Friends. ••

chines..
Already the world's
largest
Compaq makers
ranks fifthof inPCs,
the
world's overall computer
industry. Compaq has said
it wants to be among the
three largest computer
manufacturers by the
year 2000.

Remember not to forget
your old friends,
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Majority of people say Clinton should be
impeached if he lied under oath
NEW YORK (AP) - Many Americans believe President Clinton

_P_a_g_e_e_d_ite_d_b_y_R_e_b_e_c.ca_h_c_a_n.tle_y__________________
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Clinton plans State of Union
Address despite allegations

President to give
State of the Union
Address tonight

WASHINGTON (AP) - In
his State of the Union
address, President Clinton
will offer a balanced budget
and plan for America's future,
even as his own future twists
in a hurricane of doubt over
accusations he had an affair
with aWhite House intern.
Speaking Monday at agathering on after-school child
care, Clinton said he will propose an effort to limit to 18 the
number of children in 1st-,
2nd- and 3rd-grade classes, a
takeoff of a policy he instituted as governor of Arkansas.
Clinton said he would offer a
plan to build and renovate
schools
and create after-school
programs.
"All these will help our children get the future they
deserve," Clinton said.
With first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton at his side,
the president also denied having sexual relations with former intern Monica Lewinsky
and urging her to lie about it.
' These allegations are false.
And Ineed to go back to work
for lie American people," he
said.
Clinton's chief of staff,
Erskine Bowles, consulted
with congressional leaders to
try to determine the mood of
Congress and the type of
reception Clinton might
receive Tuesday night, White
House spokesman Mike
McCurry said.
He denied that Bowles was
seeking to reschedule the
speech.
"There is not, to my knowledge, any serious consideration of moving it."
Clinton and his aides spent
several hours over the weekend in the White House theater, carefully rehearsing the
speech he will deliver before a
joint session of Congress and a

''T

hese allegations
are false. And Ineed to
go back to work for the
American people."
- President Clinton
nationwide television audience at 9p.m. EST today.
"His spirits are quite good,"
one adviser helping with the
speech. preparation said on
condition of anonymity.
Asked whether Clinton was
worried that the sex allegations would detract from
Tuesday's 'speech, the aide
replied: "H~ didn't seem that
way to me."
Along with the balanced
budget, Clinton will propose
big spending increases for
schools, child care, medical
research and the environment.
He will advocate an expansion of the Peace Corps, aconsumers' "bill of rights" for
health care, an anti-smoking
initiative for children and
greater investment in federal
efforts on food safety, meical
research and AIDS trements.
Clinton is seeking to expand
Medicare to cover those under
age 65, offer incentives for
small businesses to set up
pension plans and carry out
overhauls of Social Security
and Medicare before retiring
baby boomers begin to swell
the system's rolls.
Republicans, mindful of the
drama encircling the president, plan to roll out their own
agenda, which focuses on
improving education, overhauling the Internal Revenue
Service, reducing taxes and
expanding the war against
drugs.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Decisions on
how the United States will respond to
the standoff with Iraq - including
whether to launch amilitary strike will not be affected by allegations that
President Clinton had an affair with a
White
ers
say.House intern, aides and lawmakThe president planned to work on the
matter Monday, although White House
spokesman Mike McCurry did not say
whether that work involved meetings
with national security advisers.
"We hope that any diplomatic efforts
by members of the Security Council are
aimed at reminding the government of
Iraq the imperative of complying with
U.N.
Security
McCurry
said. Council resolutions,"
If Clinton decides on military action,
he must convince other world leaders
that the scandal was not afactor. The
United States maintains the option of
carrying
own. out a military strike on its
Sen. John Ashcroft, R-Mo., amember
of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, said the sex allegations
should not be afactor in foreign policy
matters.

Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott, R-Miss., voiced
doubt in a radio address
Saturday that Clinton could
keep to his balanced-budget
deal with Congress while
expanding numerous government programs.
"... Our concern about what
the president may propose in
his speech is isn't just amatter of money," Lott said."It's a
matter of honor and trust."
The big question is how
much of the president's message will get through to
Americans who are waiting
for his explanation of allega- SPACE CENTER, Houston
tions that he had an affair (AP) - With a few adjustwith Lewinsky, 24, and tried ments, NASA astronautto get.her to lie aoout..it..--- turned-tailor Andrew Thomas
"He's going to have--a heck-of:;:- enlarged his Russian spacea hiM"d time making himself suit for a proper fit Monday,
heard on the State of the enabling him to remain
Union," said Colgate aboard Mir.
University political scientist His custom-made Russian
Michael Johnston. "People are spacesuit, needed only for an
eminently distracted."
emergency, was too tight and
Rep. Henry Hyde, R-Ill., the only spare was too big,
chairman of the House ra1smg questions Sunday
Judiciary Committee, who has about whether he would be
counseled caution in consider- able to stay on the space staing possible impeachment of tion for his scheduled fourthe president, told CNN's and- ahalf month stay.
"Late Edition" on Sunday that Mission Control decided to
Clinton could expect "civil, let him move in while experts
polite, restrained applause" on the ground considered how
from lawmakers.
to make alterations. Thomas
Stunned by leaks and accu- reported late Monday morning
sations,
White
House
officials
that
are anxious about the atmos- ful. his tailoring was successphere in which Clinton will "It fits the way it was supspeak.
posed to fit to begin with," said
Before, the administration Terrence Wilcutt, commander
expected up to 60 million of the space shuttle
viewers. Officials now antici- Thomas evidently loosened or
pate even more as Americans removed some sizing straps on
watch to see how Clinton will the pressurized spacesuit,
handle the allegations.
which he would need to wear
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"I don't think
anyone
overseaswouldn'
shouldt
presume
that this
president
have the capacity to act with
Republican support," Ashcroft said on
"Fox News Sunday."
At Clinton's direction, national security aides were consulting with allies
and other nations on the prospect of a
military strike to take out sites where
Iraq is suspected of hiding potential
biological and chemical weapons.
After a meeting Saturday, Clinton's
key aides reached consensus that U.N.
weapol)s inspections cannot be carried
out effectively because of Iraq's defiant
resbtance and were considering using
force to end the standoff.
National security •spokesman Eric
Rubin would not say whether the
White House would try alast round of
diplomacy before ordering a military
strike.
The White House official said
Clinton's advisers were weighing military ramifications of the weapons
standoff weeks before the scandal
erupted.
Hundreds of U.S. warplanes already
are in the Persian Gulf, ashow of force
in response to initial Iraqi resistance.

Astronaut tailors spacesuit to fit
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Lawmakers say allegations not affecting decisions
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School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it
takes to lead alife full of excitement, challenge and honor. Anyone can say
• they've got what it takes to be aleader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.
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U.S. could fly solo against Iraq
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should resign or be impeached if he lied under oath about an
affair with aformer intern or told her to lie.
Fifty-five percent of those surveyed in an ABC
News/Washington Post poll released Monday said Clinton should
be impeached if he lied under oath.
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only ifhe had to flee Mir in the
attached Soyuz spacecraft
after the shuttle left. Agood
fit wottld be crucial.
' You think you're psychologically prepared, but things
often turn around and surprise you," Thomas said
Sunday amid all the trouble.
Endeavour delivered
Thomas to Mir to take the
place of astronaut David Wolf,
who will ride home on the
shuttle after spending four
months aboard Mir. •.,
While Thomas' suit was initially too small, the only spare
- Wolf's suit - was too big.
The sleeves of Wolf's suit are 6
inches too long for Thomas,
who is 5-8 and weighs 160
pounds. Wolf is 5-10 and
weighs 185 pounds.
Thomas said he thinks his
spine stretched and he became
taller in space - acommon
occurrence in weightlessness.
It also could be that his suit
was not sized correctly before
the flight, he said.
Because of the problem,
Mission Control initially told

Thomas to spend the night
aboard Endeavour and told
Wolf to remain on Mir. The
decision was reversed after
NASA officials conferred with
their counterparts in Moscow
and determined Thomas could
use Wolf's oversize suit in an
emergency.
It was the first time an
American has encountered
such a problem in the two
years that shuttles have been
taking astronauts to Mir.
Thomas, a46-year-old engineer, is the seventh NASA
astronaut to live on Mir. e
space station. He is scheduled
to return home at the end of
May.
Thomas' first night aboard
Mir was interrupted briefly
late Sunday when the Mir
crew was forced to assume
steering control of the linked
Endeavour-Mir complex.
Mir took over because asensor on Endeavour that is used
to detect leaks of thruster fuel
had failed.
Monday Mission Control
was working on the sensor.
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GRE
PREP COURSE
The Department of Continuing Education is
offering ashort course to provide students
opportunities to concentrate on the skills
which are necessary for agood performance
on the Graduate Record Exam.
Saturdays
February 7, 14, 21, 28, March 14
9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
CTC 135
$215. (Includes textbook)
MU students or graduates -10% discount

Pre-re2istration is required
For Further Information, or To Register
Call
CONTINUING EDUCATION
MarshaJI Community &Technical College
697-3113
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ou can't get agood workout with· slow
music; it puts you to sleep."
- Joel Suchecki, student fitness center staff member
referring to the problems about types of music played.
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'Everyone is doing it' 'Life does not begin at conception,' reader says
Tuesda¼Jan.27, 1998

ilors notpersonal
valid excuse
actions

by GARY HALE
editor
Excuse me, but Ifor one am tired of people brushing off everything President Clinton does as being typical of mainstream America.
This rhetoric goes back to when the president admitted smoking marijuana and'his press secretary said
everyone was doing it back in the day then and that Bil
Clinton was no different from almost all of America at
that time period.
Now Clinton supporters are pulling up the same bull
: about how many Americans have had affairs. Is it too
much to ask for our president to be held to alittle higher standard than mainstream America? Is it too
much to ask for people to
take a stand on what
they think is right and
wrong?
Quit using faulty, middle
- What bothers me is
school logic that everyone that
many people act like
else's actions justify yours.
having an affair is no big
deal. Where have we
gone as asociety that we
just let anything go?
Now it has surfaced that President Clinton lied about
his affair with Gennifer Flowers years ago. But hey
.wha,t's alie? After all, everyone has told one.
lt is time for people to stand up and say enough is
ehough. No Mr. President, not everyone smoked marijuana back in the sixties. And no Mr. President, not
everyone has had an affair.
This faulty assumption is childish. Imean, where are
you going to draw the line? Alot of people are killing
people too, does that make it OK to murder? Some
Americans will cheat the government come tax time. Is
this avalid excuse for us doing the same? Hey, what's
a little theft? People steal candy bars from grocery
stores all the time. Surely, this is avalid excuse for
pocketing asmall item. How about raping? After all,
many mainstream Americans have·lost control at some
time in their life and have committed the horrible act.
What's a little drinking and driving? What's so bad
about prostitution? What's wrong with pornography?
The most troubling thing to me is that many people
are buying into this cheapening of American values.
We all have minds and wills. We are not robots that do
what society dictates. You have control and so does Mr.
Clinton. If having an affair and lying to the American
people doesn't bother you in the least bit, then fine. But
don't be so ignorant to give your reason as being
because many people have done it. Think alittle more
than that, go alittle deeper, if you will.
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Letter to the Editor:
My mother told me that she had two
illegal abortions in the 1950s, before I
was born. She also told me that she probably would not have given birth to my
sister or myself if she had kept those two
earlier pregnancies. Those two
aborted births were replaced by two later
births.
We see anti-choice activists bawling
crocodile tears over aborted fetuses, but
who among them cries for the wanted
child who would later have existed, but
wont, because an abortion was forcibly
prevented?

If we deny women the chance to give
birth on atimetable that fits their
readiness, then the children we impose
upon them can force them down less
opportune roads in life, and frequently
perpetuates cycles of poverty.
Life does NOT begin at conception. Life
has been continuous since humanity
began. All sperm and eggs are alive and
contain genetic codes unique to
mankind. Conception is simply a
mechanical combing of these, moving the
process closer to the birth of ababy than
before, which these days can be
accomplished in atest tube.

It is BIRTH that counts in this discussion, and not anything that comes
beforehand. Trying to save embryos or
fetuses makes no more sense than trying
to save the quintillion or more sperm and
eggs that happen to exist at any
given moment, worldwide.
Before Roe Vs. Wade abortions were
performed in numbers comparable to
todays, so the real issue is do we want
them performed safely or under dangerous, clandestine conditions?
Charles Godwin
Davenport, Iowa

Those who throw stones may deserve own medicine
David WICKHAM

columnist

Unless you've been living under arock,
you have heard about the newest Clinton
sex scandal involving former White
House intern Monica Lewinsky. I understand why everyone is interested in the
story. It involves the most powerful man
in the world and his alleged affair with a
21-year-old woman. There is something
about this story that just doesn't sit well
with me.
I'm aDemocrat who voted for Clinton.
Unlike some in my party, I don't think
that Clinton is the best thing since sliced
bread. He has done adecent job as president. The economy is in the best shape it
has been in years. Women still have the
right to choose to have an abortion.
Federal tax dollars are still going to
assist low and middle income college students trying to obtain acollege education.
If it wasn't for President Clinton, we
wouldn't have these policies in place. The
Republicans have constantly attempted
to balance the budget on the backs of students. They have kow-towed to the religious right and tried to outlaw abortion. I
don't know how many of you remember
Reagan and his economic policies, but his

policies were partially responsible for the with Lewin!lky in which she was told
huge budget deficit that Clinton has about the affair. Was this legal? Did
Lewinsky know that Tripp was doing
reduced to its lowest point in years.
But Clinton's opponents have tried to this? If Lewinsky did know, could she
crucify him without success. Ithink it is have been lying knowing that Tripp
interesting that Paula Jones' legal bills would make the tapes public?
are being paid by aconservative political Another legal issue is that some are
action group. How many more millions of claiming that Clinton perjured himself
dollars are the Whitewater investigators when he stated under oath that he didn't
have an affair with
going to waste to prove
Lewinsky. Guess
absolutely nothing? I
what? She signed an
have my doubts about
affidavit saying the
the Lewinsky scandal as
same thing.
well.
There is something
The woman who provery fishy going on
vided the so-called eviwith this case. I want
dence about the newest
to see more evidence
alligation is Linda
cares if President
before Idraw aconcluTripp, a person who Who
Clinton committed adulsion. Clinton might
USA Today calls "the tery?
of those who
have had the affair,
catalyst for crisis."Tripp wouldMany
cast
stones
have
but if he did, who
has been in the right done the same act.
cares? The man did
place at the right time
not invent adultery.
when it comes to White
:>Jt's been going on for
House scandals. She testified before Congress about the White thousands of years before him and it will
House travel office firings. She was there go on thousands of years after him.
bet ifwe could look into the bedrooms
when officials found former White House of Isome
of those so-called family values
counsel Vince Foster's suicide note. It
yelling the loudest for
was also reported that she brought Foster proponents
Clinton's head on a platter, that they
his last meal before he killed himself would
not be able to cast the proverbial
later that day.
Tripp also taped phone conversations first stone.

Division runs deep when it comes to abortion
Tonia HOLBROOK

guest columnist

Commuter traffic rolled into
Washington, D.C., just as the sun was
peeking over the dome of the Capitol.
The soft light spilled over the monuments like melting butter. Outside the
White House, where the most powerful
man in the world scheduled his day,
homeless people gathered their possessions from around steaming street vents
and disappeared into the city.
Such is atypical sunrise in our
nation's capital. Then again, no morning
in this city is typical.
That morning, Jan. 22, marked the
25th day when pro-lifers and prochoicers across the country have converged on the streets of Washington in
protest of each other's values. No other
issue since slavery has divided political
parties, churches or families like abortion. The scenes which played out
through the day are aperfect illustration of what Roe v. Wade has done to
America.
No opinion on abortion went unexpressed. Making my way to the rally
site, Iwas handed fliers reading everything from "Impeach Clinton Now!" to
"Pro-Life Equals Nazism!" The ever-present middle ground society made their
annual appearance pleading for members of both sides of this issue to kiss
and make up. As Istepped onto the
grassy Ellipse, Iheard behind me aman
with abooming bass voice say, "Ban the
Bible, not abortion!" This was unfortunate for him for he was immediately
swarmed by an insulted group of
Christians.

The rally promoted much more con- Supreme Court building were roughly 70
tentment. Standing shoulder to shoulder police officers, all dressed in riot gear.
with people who claim to value life in all With face shields down and clubs in
forms is pretty non-threatening. If the hand, each stared into the crowd with
the same blank expressions as are feaclergy men or the grandmothers of
tured in the marble figures in the backumpteen didn't put my mind at ease
enough, then the following did. Steve ground. These were the men sworn to
protect the court from us.
Chabot, R-Ohio. mentioned in his
In front of this American icon, everyaddress to the crowd that he was celething had the potential of breaking
brating his birthday. Immediately, as
though instinctive, the crowd broke out loose. Incessant shouting began back
in averse of the
and forth over the
"Happy Birthday"
human barrier of yet
song.
more officers.
"Every ejaculation
At the conclusion of
the rally, all the varidoes not deserve a
name," was shouted by
ous groups took up
ayoung man whom
their banners and
some were not-so-affecstood in line to enter
Just as slavery did in the
tionately calling "Side
last century, abortion is
the march.
dividing the nation.
Show
Bob." After the
Conversations were
Families are against famiinstinct to laugh at this
lost in the flood of
lies and churches are
subsided,
as he really
hymns being sung and against
churches. And no
Hail Marys being
did look like the
"Simpsons" character, I
chanted. The orthodox end is in sight.
realized how gravely
Jew marched arm in
wrong everyone in this
arm with the charismatic. This is something Idon't see
country has approached this sensitive
every day, especially in this area, and it issue. This guy didn't deserve to be
insulted like that just as the small chilwas touching to behold.
Also making an annual appearance dren present didn't deserve to hear his
obscenities.
was the American Society for the
Promptly at four o'clock, police offiDefense of Tradition, Family and
Property. These men, who stick out in cers announced loudly the conclusion of
the crowd with their suits and red sash- the march. The event was over, but it
es, have become afixture at the march. wasn't. Nuns continued to pray at the
They played their instruments through- court steps. Policemen remained statout the march but stood at attention in uesque in the event of Armageddon.
Opposing forces didn't cease to volley
front of the Supreme Court building.
There, with their scarlet banner waving insults back and forth. Just like the
romantically above them, they chanted, abortion issue, the sentiments of the
march never ended.
"tradition, family,property."
Will they ever?
Standing stoutly under the looming
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Students flock to fitness center
Page edited by Alyson Walls

Early crowds,
classes tie up
equipment
by ANDY BALLARD
reporter

The physically fit and those
hoping to get that way should
be prepared to stand in line if
they want to use the fitness
center in early morning or late
afternoon.
The demand strains the
space available at those times,
according to Sharon Stanton,
assistant director of recreational sports and fitness
activities.
The center, now three years
old, has 400 to 500 students
and faculty members using
the facility and its programs
every day, said Tom Lovins,
director of recreational sports
and fitness activities.
With people trying to participate in center programs and
other people working out on
their own, crowds are beginning to form in the weight
room.
' We have all of the equipment, but we are running out
of space," Stanton said.
"Students are taking notice as
well."
Chad Parsons, South

Charleston senior, said,
"There is a lot of socializing
going on in here. People take
up time and take up the
machines by talking and not
working out."
Other complaints have
arisen with the over population in the center. Music
selection has become acontroversial topic. "Audio is aconstant concern," Lovins said,
"We have a large variety of
people in there who like a
large variety of music and we
can't do anything about it
unless the students provide us
with feedback."
Acenter staff member, Joel
Suchecki, said, "Guys come in
and want heavy metal music,
but then the faculty come in
and want something different."
Parsons responded saying,
"You can't get agood workout
with slow music; it puts you to
sleep."
Students and faculty members with concerns about the
center can voice their opinion
this Wednesday. There will be
an open forum conducted by
Lovins and Stanton in
Gullickson Hall Room 123 at
3:00 p.m.
' We want to know what the
photo by Missy Young
students like about the fitness
center, ways to improve it, the Students can shape up in the fitness center Monday through
need for additional equip- Thursday from 6:30 a.m. until 9p.m., Friday from 6:30 a.m.
ment, audio capabilities and until 6p.m., and Saturday and Sunday from 1p.m. to 6p.m.
so on," Lovins said.
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Police blotter
by BLAINE MULLINS
reporter

Campus crime remained
low this past week with
officers dealing primarily
with public intoxication,
under-age drinking, and a
threatening phone call.

Public Intoxication:

Two Marshall students
were arrested for public
intoxication and underage
drinking. Phillip R.
Cropp, 19, of Huntington,
was arrested Friday at 4th
Avenue and 20th Street at
1a.m.
Police approached Cropp
after noticing that he was
staggering along the sidE'walk.
Cropp was charged with
public intoxication and
under-age drinking.
Christopher Jemerison,
18, of Huntington, was
anested Sunday at 3:15
a.m.
Aresidence hall security
guard informed the police
that Jemerison was visibly
intoxicated and officers
arrived.
Threats: Police received
aphone call Thursday from

a campus resident who
said she received athreatening message on her
answering machine in
Twin Towers West at 9:53
a.m. Police said they have
no suspects.
Fire: Police were
informed Wednesday that
a heating unit in Twin
Towers East caught fire at
4:26 a.m.
Witnesses saw heavy
smoke coming from the
heating unit, which set off
smoke detectors. Huntington Fire Units disconnected the unit.
Campus police said no
damage was done to the
room, nor were there any
injuries.
Vehicle damaged: Police received a report
Tuesday that avehicle was
damaged while parked on a
campus lot between Jan.
13 and 16 on the Wlot.
A Honda Accord was
reported scratched on the
passenger side.
The owner did not report
the incident until nearly a
week after it happened.
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uation should enter this office.
Lawson, Betty Lewis, academic adviser, and Brenda
Carrico, administrative secretary, still have offices in JH
225. Students needing to see
their unofficial records, transfer colleges or add or drop a
class need to go to this office.
Chapman said the new

entrance is working out well
and offices have not been as
crowded as they were in the
past. Extra space has been
used to store records. Tables
and chairs are placed so students can fill out paper work.
"We are not doing this to
make us happier people,"
Lawson said. "The main goal
is to better serve the stu-

dents."
CarJ,"ico said the new
arrangement has helped with
student traffic and the student confusion about the move
is 'beginning
to slackconvinced
off.
We are already
it's a good layout," Lawson
said "This should take care of
the ~ituation for the next 20 to
30 years."

Sexuality outreach center
seeks student assistants
by LISA SOPKO
reporter

The Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Outreach Program is
seeking student assistants to
work 10 hours aweek in the
office.
Applicants must have
knowledge and understanding
of gay, lesbian and bisexual
issues and be comfortable
with public speaking. Student
assistants will answer phones
and do such things as provide
information and advice to
those seeking it.
"Some sort of pay will be
offered," said Linda Stockwell,
coordinator for the Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual
Outreach Program.
Those interested may send
or bring aresume to Stockwell
in Prichard Hall Room 148 by
Friday.
The purpose of the organization is to combat the fears and
stereotypes of homosexuals,
Stockwell
said.be changing and
Times may

people may be more understanding, but some gays, lesbians and bisexuals say they
still do not feel accepted by
society.
"People become aware of
their sexuality at different
levels and ages," said
Stockwell. "Interpersonal
issues can be confusing and
difficult.
"That's why we're here,"
Stockwell said. "Our organization is focused on student education."
The Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Outreach Program
provides a telephone hot-line
and referral source for gay,
lesbian and bisexual students.
"We do things like making
sure these students get
housed in a residence hall
they feel comfortable in,"
Stockwell said.
The organization also provides educational programs on
gay, lesbian and bisexual
issues to student groups, faculty and staff.
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photos by Tonia Holbrook

Above: Pro-lifers speak out against abortion at the 25th
Annual March for Life in Washington D.C.
Left: Both pro-lifers and others protesting the march met at
the steps of the Supreme Court Building Thursday.
Below: People of all ages, senators and doctors participated ·
in the rally.

Pro-lifers march in Washington, o.c.
by TONIA HOLBROOK
reporter

Thursday marked Fran
Czuba's seventh year as aparticipant in the March for Life,
an annual observance of the
1973 Roe vs. Wade decision.
Czuba, who traveled from
Monticello, Ill., to attend, carried asign covered in pictures
of her grandchildren - 33 of
the reasons she is pro-life.
"I came to protest abortion,
of course," said Czuba when
asked why she made the long
trip to participate. "It arouses
morality and helps people to
rLalize what abortion really is
- murder," she said.
Acrowd of anti-abortion
activists surrounded Adam
Cooper at the steps of the
Supreme Court building.
Cooper came from New York
City with agroup of friends to
protest the march. ' I'm here to
reaffirm and support a
woman's right to choose now and forever," he said.
Czuba and Cooper were two
of the many people who filled
the streets of Washington,
D.C., Thursday for the 25th
annual March for Life.
This year's theme was "His
Truth Keeps Marching On."
Nellie Gray, president of
March for Life, said the theme
is one which reinforces her
thoughts on the status of the
pro-life movement. "People
ask me if I'm disappointed.
Are we disappointed? No. Are
\\ ,.•going to stay the course?
Yes," she said.
The day began at noon with
arally in the ellipse. Featured
in the rally, were anumber of
key figures in the anti-abortion community. Three of
these speakers were, according to Gray, principal players
in the abortion rights movement 25 years ago but now call

-V

themselves "pro-life."
Dr. Bernard Nathanson,
who operated the first abortion clinic in New York, was
the first to speak.
Sandra Cano, "Mary Doe" of
the Doe vs. Bolton decision,
said she never had an abortion
and never wanted one. "I was
against abortion then, and I'm
against abortion now. As long
as Ihave breath, Iwill work to
see abortion end," she said.
Doe vs. Bolton was a companion decision to Roe vs.
Wade which redefined the
word "health" to include
aspects such as a woman's
physical, emotional and family
state, as well as her age.
"I lied and I'm sorry," said
Norma McCorvey, "Jane Roe"
in the Roe vs. Wade decision.
She said she has since become
a Christian and has established an anti-abortion group
called "Roe No More Ministry."
Other speakers included
spokesmen for each of the
anti-abortion groups represented at the rally as well as a
number oflegislators.
Sen. Mike DeWine, R-Ohio,
said pro-life congressmen were
going to bring back the Partial
Birth Abortion Ban for athird
time for consideration and
urged President Bill Clinton to
sign it.
The Partial Birth Abortion
Ban has twice tried to ban an
abortion procedure in which a
late-term· fetus· is partially
delivered then terminated.
Rep. Jim Bunning, R-Ky.,
said congress is now more prolife than ever and assured the
crowd that they were doing
the right thing. "What is
morally wrong can never be
legally right," he said.
"For every two young people
at this march, athird is missing because they were aborted," said Rep. Chris Smith, R-

N.J.
Smith urged fellow congressmen to ' have the courage
and compassion to get off the
death snip."
He said, "Like the Titanic,

pro-abortionists are going
down."
Kansas representative, Todd
Tiahrt, received cheers as he
stepped up to the podium.
' Welcome to Disneyland East,

where fantasy abounds," he
jested in regard to the current
presidential scandal.
Following the rally, the
march proceeded down Constitution Avenue and endeci at
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the steps of the Supreme
Court building.
Police officers reported few
disturbances in the crowd of ,
anti-abortion and abortion
rights demonstrators.

Donate your life saving plasma and earn $50.00
for 2donations within 7days if you have never
donated or it has been 2months or
BE APLASMA DONOR .. BECAUSE
=
LIFE
- -IS-EVERYBODY'
- - - - - -S-BUSINESS
- - - - - - Tho Quality Source
BioMcdical Center
Make an appointment by calling 551
21st Street
(304) 529-0028 Huntington,
W.Va. 25703
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Blizzard falls to Lizard Kings
In the first 28 seconds of play, Jacksonville Lizard Kings
scored agoal and went on to score two more in the first two
periods of Friday night's game. The Blizzardgained momentum in what originally appeared to be acomeback inthird period. Jim Bermingham scored agoal early in apower play and
Kelly Harper later scored asecondgoal for the Blizzard. But
this was the last scoring of the game. Although the Blizzard
out shot them by anarrow margin, Jacksonville won 3-2.
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Herd basketball
gets aroad win

7

Falcons top Herd in close game

Page edited by Carley McCullough

by ROBERT HARPER
reporter
Marshall had all the Wright stuff in ending asevengame road losing streak Saturday by defeating Bowling
Green 69-67 on alast second shot by Derek Wright.
Marshall opened the game with an early four-point
lead in the game's first minutes, which was quickly
overcome and surpassed by the Falcons of Bowling
Green.
·
In recent games, Coach White has stuck to his five
starters as much as possible, but struggling and in
jeopardy of being run out of the gym, he had no other
choice but to look for aspark from the bench.
Lead by a hard charging Deon Dobbs, and Travis
Young, Marshall cut the lead to 2 at 26-24. Marshall
ended the half down only 35-31.
Deon Dobbs lead the Herd in the first half scoring with
11 points, followed by Travis Young with seven.
Marshall opened the second half slowly and with only
7:45 remaining in the game, found themselves down by
11. The team made some clutch shots.down the stretch
which brought the Herd to within five with 3:35 remaining in the game.
Travis Young made along three to bring Marshall to
within two points. After aBowling Green score and a
Marshall miss, Dobbs stole the ball alld spotted an old
high school buddy, Carlton King, streaking down the
court. Dobbs hit King with aperfect pass and King finished with athunderous dunk to bring Marshall back to
within two points.
Down 65-63, Marshall's Travis Young stole the ball and
passed ahead for an easy layup by Carlton King. With
only 40.5 seconds remaining, Bowling Green committed acostly turnover. Carlton King turned that mistake
into immediate points with along jumper from the corner, which gave Marshall the lead for the first time since
the opening minutes.
Bowling Green, with under 20 seconds remaining, got ,~aslashing layup by Denmar Moore to tie the game at 67.
With less than 10 seconds remaining in the game,
Marshall looked to freshman guard Travis Young. Young
drove to the top of the key and threw up awild shot. The
tip by McKelvy missed everything but with less than a
second remaining, Derek Wright found himself in the
right place at the right time.
Wright grabbed the rebound and put it back with no
time remaining in the game. As Marshall beat Bowling
Green 69-67 for its first road victory this season.
Marshall was lead in scoring by Deon Dobbs with 18
points. Dobbs lead the Marshall bench to its first big
performance of the year as Marshall's bench outscored
Bowling Green's bench 20-2.
Marshall will take its road show to league-leading Ball
State Thursday and then Northern Illinois Saturday.
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Six players scored in double digits, but the
Herd never took the lead in Saturday's game
by CHIP TUCKER
reporter

Women Herd almost beat
MAC powerhouse Bowling
Green Saturday. The Falcons won by a final score
86-81.
The Herd had six players
who scored in double figures. Junior forward,
Kristina Benfeldt had 17
points and 10 rebounds,
while managing to get her
league leading 13th double-double of the season.
Sophomore guard, Brandy
Robertson helped out with
a career-high of 14 points
and five rebounds. Freshman Toni Patillo contributed by scoring 12
points in 17 minutes of
play. Natal Rosko, Cindy
McCauley, and Michelle
Lenhart each put in 11
points against the Falcons.
Marshall was able to get
within
77-76,
with 1:53oneleftpoint,
in the game.
"The reason we didn't
win is because we missed
out on afew blackouts and
made some poor choices

when we were trying to
come back," said Herd
coach, Juliene Simpson.
Sara Puthoff of Bowling
Green led all players with
29 points and five steals.
Puthoff only played 25
minutes.
Charlotta Jones chipped
in 18 points and had 6
rebounds.
Bowling Green's Puthoff
was named Pepsi MidAmerican Confernece Women'week
s Basketball
the
Monday. Player of
Earlier in the week,
Putoff helped erase a 17
point deficit against Ohio
to give the Falcons a78-71
victory. She now has 1,499
points, good for second on
Bowling Green's all time
scoring list and 20th in
MAC History, according to
aMAC press release.
Bowling Green was 12-4
overall and 7-1 in the MidAmerican Conference coming into Saturday's game.
Marshall was only down
four points at the half 4146. Women Herd
were 16-29 in the

first half. They made 55
percent
shotsGreen
from
the
field.of their
Bowling
was 17-37. They only made
45 percent of the shots they
threw up.
Marshall hit 4-6 three
pointers in the first half.
The
Herd ofwere
makingwomen
66 percent
the
three pointers attempted.
Bowling Green only hit one
out of four three pointers in
the first half. The Lady
Thunder
the
ball betterclearly
than theshot
Falcons
Saturday.
"We do have combinations that are working and
MissyYoung
I'm going with them," said
Action became rough as the Herd
Simpson.
Lady Thunder will roll in fought to within two points of the lead.
the Henderson Center
Thursday 7p.m.
The Herd 6-13 overall
and 2-7in the conference
will face 7-9 Ball State,
who is 4-5 in the MidAmerican Conference. The
Cardinals are coming off an
85-74 win over Northern
Illinois.

,ssy oung

Missy Young

Missy Young
McCauley and Stephanie Junior guard Michelle Lenhart scored
The action never slowed as the Lady Thunder Cindy
Reinbrecht go for arebound.
11 points Saturday.
fought for the lead, always just out of reach.

STUDENT
AID
NEED ASMILE? LEGAL
S3.99
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(SEE COUPON BELOW) ©
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Office Hours:

Monday &Friday
9:00 a.m.- 4p.m.
Located in MSC 2W23

®
SERVING
MARSHALL

©
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522-6661

Monday-Thursday 3:30am-1am
Friday-Saturday 11 am-2am

$3.99
THURSDAY!

(Choose Thin or Original Crust)
Vaild for pickup or delivery

ONE MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING!

1/29, 2/5, 2/12,2/19, 2/26

$5.99

LARGE DEAL

$8.99
MEDIUM UNLIMITED

DOUBLE LARGE DEAL

(ChooseThin or Original Crust)
Vaild forpickup or delivery

(No Double Portions Please)
(Choose Thin or Original Crust)
Vaild for pickup or delivery

(Choose Thin or Original Crust)
Vaild for pickup or delivery

ONE MEDIUM
ANY TOPPINGS!

ONE LARGE
ONE TOPPING!

$10.98

TWO LARGE
ONE TOPPINGS!

L

Valid atparticipating stores only.
Customerpays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry lessthan $2000.
Ltd.Del. Area Expires 3/31/98

1.

Valid atparticipating stores only.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Ltd. Del. Area Expires 12/31/97

Valid at participating stores only.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry les~ than $20.00.
Ltd.Del. Area Expires 3/31/98

Tri-State's
Best Man's
Haircut
Still Only

$9.oo

Voteds
Tri-State'
Best Barber
Shop

Craig • Barber Stvlist • D
Dennis
Black
unford

-------------------------- --------------------------~.
Valid at participating stores only.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Ltd.Del. Area

696-2285
HAIR WIZARDS

1

Same Day Appointments
Walk In's Welcome
25573rd Ave. 522-7812

ADillerent Taste...
New local restaurants offer
international cuisine
For tastebuds that crave something different, two new
restaurants in downtown Huntington have recently opened.
Sharkey's Mo-Bay Cafe, located on 10th Street, offers
Jamaican cuisine, while Nawab Indian Cuisine puts Indian
food on the menu.
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Spani
s
h
teacher
l
i
v
es
the'American dream'
by ALYSON WALLS
managing editor

He was sure going to college in
the United States would be the
perfect way to spite his father, an
officer in the Venezuelan military.
He never thought he would like
it.
Now, 15 years later, Harold
Blanco is a full-time Spanish
teacher and tutor at Marshall, a
U.S. citizen, and is by all accounts, living his version of the
' /\merican Dream."
Blanco arrived in the United
States mostly by accident, yet his
story is one of pure hard work,
dedication and success.
Blanco said he was perfectly
content in his hometown of
Caracas, the capital of Venezuela,
after he graduated from high
school, but his father kept hound;ing him to complete his education."So just to get him off my back,
I told him I wanted to go to college in the United States," Blanco
said, that sly grin spreading
across his face. "I knew it was
expensive and Iknew he wouldn't
let me go."
Blanco's scheme backfired
however, when his father agreed.
So he went to the U.S. Embassy
in Caracas, acoastal city of some
8million people, to find a "good
U.S. college."
"I told them Iwanted to go to a
place where there were no
Spanish-speaking people, so I
would be forced to learn English,"
Blanco said. They punched some
things into acomputer and came
up with Davis and Elkins College."
Blanco said it took travel agencies in Caracas two weeks to find
abutwaysoon
to getenough,
him toheElkins,
foundW.Va.,
himself on aplane, leaving behind his
family, culture and all the things
h~ knew to be secure and famil-

Economic Honorary, meeting, Corbly 267, 3:30 p.m.
Student Senate, weekly meeting, Memorial Student
Center second floor, 4p.m.
Phi Eta Sigma National Honor Society, information
meetings for prospective members ,Memorial Student
Center 2W37, 4p.m. or 9p.m. For more information,
contact: Linda Rowe, adviser, 696-2495

difficult. When he arrived in the
United States, he had a roundtrip ticket back to Caracas and
about $6,000 in cash.
"I had to learn how to speak
English and open a savings
account," he said. "I was really
scared, and Ithought many times
about going home. But then I
decided Iwasn't aquitter.
Blanco said in order to learn
,English, he took classes for eight
hours aday, five days aweek. He
also read newspapers and watched television.
"Dan Rather was really the
only one Icould understand, and
to this day when I hear the CBS
news music, I think of those days
when Iwas in college."
While washing dishes in the
school cafeteria, he said he discovered another reason to love
the American way of life.
"If you work hard, you can be
successful," he said. "I had
always been brought up to work
hard ... that value was the same
in the American culture as it was
in mine."
The hard work finally paid off
for Blanco when in 1987, he grad.uated with a double major in
chemistry and biology. He thencame to Marshall for graduate
school

Wednesday, Jan. 28

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, sign-up for blood donors,
Memorial Student Center, Towers and Holderby cafeterias, 11 a.m.• 1p.m.
Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society, meeting, Memorial
Student Center 2W37, 5:30 p.m. For more mformat,on,
contact: Patty at 736-8764
College Republicans, meeting, Marco's in the
Memorial Student Center, 9p.m.
Baptist Campus Ministries (BCM), weekly meeting Power Hour, Campus Christian Center, 9:15 p.m. For
more information, contact Jerry Loch 696-3053
Lambda Society, meetmg, Memorial Student Center
'2Ef0; 9:15 p.m.
(SOAR) Student Organization for Alumni Relations,
meeting, Erickson Alumni Center. 9: 15 p. m.
Women's Studies Program, accepting submsions for
the March 1998 edition of INNANA Deadline for articles,
personal narratives, and poetry is Feb. 16. Submisswns
may be left at Corbly 456 or placed in Deborah Holder's
mailbox in the main English office, Corbly 346. For more
information, call 696-2441.

In Huntington
Tuesday, Jan. 28

From student to
teacher

Blanco said he discovered his
love for teaching when he began
tutoring athletes and other students in the H.E.L.P. program,
and teaching Spanish classes
part-time.
"I love being able to help students when they are struggling
and then see them make it
through," he said. "It's also away
for me to share my culture."
H.E.L.P. Director Barbara
Guyer, who has worked with
Blanco for about eight years, said
iar.
he has arare gift for teaching and
can tutor practically any subject,
especially math and science.
College life
"He can make anything interIn retrospect, Blanco said his esting. Somehow he is able to
first semesters in college were gain the respect of students and

photo courtesy of Harold Blanco

The Stoned Monkey, Open Mic Night, The Stoned
Monkey, 2202 Third Avenue. For more information, call
525-PLAY

Wednesday, Jan. 29

photo courtesy of Harold Blanco

Harold Blanco takes in abreath of fresh air at Harris
Riverfront Park, while behind him, an American flag
waves in the wind. Blanco, aspanish teacher at Marshall,
came to the United States in January 1982.

still be regarded as their
friend, and that's very difficult
for a teacher to
achieve."
Blanco said he decided to
stay in the United States
because of corruption in the
Venezuelan government,
because he likes the way the
American system works,
and the most important reason; his wife is expecting a
baby in July.
"It's not all baseball,
crackerjacks and apple pie,"
he said. "It's the intensity of
the people. If you have a
complaint, someone listens.
If you pay taxes, the roads
are paved, and the best
thing is that you can buy
your groceries at 3 a.m. if
you want to."

Longing for home

Blanco said although he
Harold Blanco poses behind his desk in the Modern L':lnguages
department at Marshall, where he has been afull-time instructor recently became aU.S. citizen, he will always be ucitsince fall semester.

izen of Venezuela, which is
why he keeps a small flag
from the country on his
desk.
"Sometimes I think that
I'm going to spend the rest
of my life in acountry that
is not my own, speaking a
language that is not my
own, and it kind of gets me
down," he said, his voice
quieting.
"I miss the food, and the
warmness of the Venezuelan people. Americans are
rather cold - they like to
keep their distance."
Being aforeigner, he has
also experienced his share
of racism but Blanco said he
never lets the opinion of
others bring him down. As
soon as the melancholy
momE nt appeared, it vanished into agrin and another of his comedic antics.
"I love West Virginia," he
said. Tm just a redneck
from Caracas," he joked.

Calamity Cafe, Open Mic Night, Calamity Cafe, 1555
Third Avenue, 10 p.m.
The Stoned Monkey, live music -- featured band:
Homunclus, The Stoned Monkey, 2202 Third Avenue.
For more information, call 525-PLA Y

In the Tri-State
Thursday, Jan. 22 -Feb. 19

WVPTV, Mister Roger's Neighborhood Sweater Drive,
receptacles to collect sweaters from members of the
community will be placed at local branches banks and
public libraries in Charleston, S. Charleston, Huntington,
Kenova, Hurricane, Parkersburg and Ripley. To check
for alocation, donors can call Carolyn Meadows at
WPBY-TV at 1-888-594-9729 or (304) 696-6630.

*
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